
Specialty 
Designs

WRAP-AROUND FRAME COMPENSATION

Franklin Specialty lenses have been designed for 

particular uses. There are moments in our lives 

that require a unique optic solution, moments such 

as working with a computer, using electronic devices,

With special designs all needs are covered by a 

flexible and adapted product portfolio. 

AVAILABLE OPTIONS SPECIALTY DESIGNS
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  Specialty Design Series  

Uncompensated After Digital Ray-Path® 

H
D Field of Vision HD Field of Vision

Specialty lenses produced with Digital-Ray Path can be 
produced for a wrap-around frame. When using Digital 
Ray-Path® technology, the optician can measure the 
wrap angle of the frame and include this inform ation when 
ordering the personalized progressive lens.

Digital Ray-Path compensates for high rotation and lens 
tilt. This advanced technology generates progressive 
lenses that take into account a high wrap angle and 
provide the wearer with a high definition field of vision. 
No matter the eye movement,direction or curvature of 
the frame, the final quality of vision is always optimized 
to offer the highest optical performance.

www.hboptical.com

sport, social life, etc...
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OVERVIEW SPECIALTY DESIGNS DEMONSTRATION SPECIALTY DESIGNS

Ocupational Single Vision Relax

A lens designed to reduce visual fatigue. Available in 0.75 
D and 0.50D of additions. Ideal for single vision wearers 
between 18-45 who need better near vision and have 
visual fatigue symptoms.

The best lens for office and computer work. It offers an 
extremely wide intermediate and near visual field and very 
easy adaptation. Ideal for mid-age professionals who spend 
a lot of time working at near-intermediate distance ( office 
workers, chef, musicians, etc.).

Franklin Sportive Franklin Single Vision

Franklin B-Free

Fully personalized progressive lens exclusively for outdoor 
activities. This design offers a clear area of binocular vision 
in far distance and it is the ideal lens for dynamic outdoor 
conditions.

Fully personalized single vision lens. It is especially 
beneficial for high minus and plus prescriptions or for sport 
frames. The patient will see a new concept of vision in high 
definition from center to edge.

Fully personalized digital bifocal lens. Widest possible 
visual areas for distance and near.

Franklin Mobile

Fully personalized progressive lens that provides a high 
level of visual comfort while reading on electronic devices 
such smartphones or tablets.

Reader 1.3 m
Reader 2 m
Reader 4 m

Digital Ray-Path® 
Lens

Standard
Lens

Ocupational
Single Vision 

Relax
Franklin 
Sportive

Franklin 
Single Vision

Franklin 
Mobile

Franklin 
B-Free

Description Indoor 
lens 

Personalized 
Anti-fatigue lens

Personalized outdoor 
progressive lens. 

Ideal also for sport 
frames

Fully personalized 
single vision lens

Fullly pesonalized 
progressive lens 

specially developed 
for improving vision 

while reading on 
electronic displays

Fully personalized 
bifocal lens

Strengths Widest Near and 
Intermediate

Reduce visual fatigue, 
help for reading

Panoramic distance 
vision

Perfect for high pre-
scriptions and sport 

frames

Wider intermediate 
and near zone

Invisible bifocal

Distance  - - -  - - -  

Near  - - -  - - -  

Comfort      

Technology

MFH’s  
available

14 & 18 mm 14 mm 16 & 18 mm - - -
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 

19 & 20 mm 15 mm


